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ABILA Keynote Address

Beyond International Law? A Dangerous Time

By Gregory Shaffer

The title of this year’s conference Beyond International Law is controversial. One can view it as depressing for those committed—to cite the mission of the American Society of International Law—to promoting “the establishment and maintenance of international relations on the basis of law and justice.” One can also see it as a dangerous title in its implications for our future, as well as the violence, turmoil, and chaos besetting the world today in Israel, in Gaza, in Ukraine, and elsewhere.

This is a horrible time. There is trauma from the brutal attacks, deaths, and horror in southern Israel. There is ongoing horror, violence, and deaths of civilians in Gaza, including the most vulnerable—the sick, the elderly, and young children. There is immense suffering of those close to us, and those we do not know but are part of our human family. There is immeasurable grief that is heartbreaking and touches us all, wherever we may stand. I wish to start by acknowledging this trauma and asking you to join me for a moment of silence in recognition.

I prepared this talk before the attacks and the war and their hemorrhaging broke out. There is no easy segue to this talk. But to carry on, to engage in working for a better world, we must.

I see the title of this conference as a call for us to take stock of where we are and imagine, propose, and implement ways—and I stress the uncertainties in the plural form of ways—forward. I will do so in this talk with a conceptual framework and examples of common challenges, often existential ones, beyond the current war, while I encourage us to think creatively across the challenges that this small, complex world and we, among its inhabitants, face.

As Groucho Marx apocryphally is quoted, “I’m not crazy about reality, but it’s still the only place to get a decent meal.” As one who works within the legal realist, sociolegal, pragmatist tradition of law, we need to start with reality. In a moment I will sketch out those traditions and their relevance today in terms of where we might go from here. But within those traditions, I stress, although the understanding of our current situation is contested, striving to understand it is the only responsible place to start.

We have been here before. Richard Haass wrote a gripping essay three years ago where he speculated that the times in which we live do not recall the Cold War, which arose after World War II. That time was difficult enough. It was a time where international relations realists took charge of U.S. foreign policy and scoffed at the illusions of liberal international law and the
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concept of a liberal international legal order. The realists like Morgenthau did not forego law, but they turned to an international policy of co-existence where law was largely an epiphenomenon and thus played no generative role. Their focus was on how to manage the adversarial relationship with the Soviet Union in which both sides could destroy each other with the mere push of a button, possibly after misconstruing the other’s actions. It was a time far from an international law of cooperative problem solving, much less one that supported the liberal norms embedded in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights whose seventy-fifth anniversary we celebrate on December 10th.

I was raised at that time in Ohio. It may have been a Cold War for a young white boy in Cincinnati, but it was all but cold for those maimed and killed in the proxy wars between the two ideological adversaries. On the nightly news we watched Americans die and we watched Vietnamese die and then Cambodians die as the war spread to what end? It was a time, when the day after student protestors were shot and four killed by the Ohio National Guard at Kent State on May 4, 1970, our sixth-grade home room teacher, Mr. Mjello, started the day by telling us that the students deserved it; they deserved to die. It was a time where the US government helped orchestrate coups that overthrew democratically elected governments and supported right-wing authoritarian regimes in the name of freedom, despite their torture chambers and extrajudicial killings.

No, Haass was not speaking of that time. Rather he was speaking of the interwar period beset by economic and geopolitical crises. In Germany, the leading legal thinker was Carl Schmitt. Schmitt theorized law as purely instrumental and political, and he defined politics as an existential struggle between friends and foes—in today’s populist terminology between Us and Them—that could only be resolved through domination, and ultimately killing, and thus potentially, a bloodbath. Schmitt theorized law in terms of “who decides on the exception.” Since the exception is always available, law is without normative constraint, and the concept of the rule of law is illusory, a mask for the “will to power.” Schmitt found the exception “more interesting than the rule,” because “[t]he rule proves nothing; the exception proves everything.”

Schmitt’s work was influential not just on the right, and embraced by the Nazi regime, where he became a party member. It was also influential and remains influential among many on the left. His student, the young Marxist Otto Kirchheimer, who later became a leader of the Frankfurt school which later heavily influenced the US critical legal studies movement, was Schmitt’s admiring student. In his early work, Kirchheimer borrowed from Schmitt to applaud Leninism’s pursuit of “a brand of politics that ruthlessly distinguishes friend from foe.” The foe needed to be eliminated.
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5 SCHMITT, supra note 3, at 15.
For both Schmitt and the early Kirchheimer, liberal democracy was their mutual enemy, reflected in the weakness and indecisive squabbling of Germany’s Weimer republic. The answer for both was purging of the enemy, for Schmitt of the leftists, Jews, and other undesirables; for Kirchheimer of the bourgeoisie and class opponents. Both envisioned a homogenous society, whether it be composed of Aryan Christian nationalists or a unified working class. Such instrumentalism potentially could lead to pacts among rivals, as it did with the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, to ensure the two enemies’ dominance over peoples within their respective geographical spheres of influence. That is one take on the theme Beyond International Law, and the consequence are easy to foresee.

Yes, today we are in a different time and place, but—coming back to Hass—we have been here before. Think of the parliamentary cynicism, indecisive squabbling, and threats of government shutdowns of our days. Think of the rise of White Christian Nationalists, Hindu Nationalists, Chinese Nationalists, who view the world in terms of us versus them, of we the people versus the “enemy of the people,” of political ads with opponents in a sharpshooter’s crosshairs. Think of hate spewed on the internet, of the postings of the young white supremacist who enters the grocery store with body armor and rapid fire weapons to eliminate the other—the other defined not by whether one has blue eyes or gray eyes, wavey hair, straight hair, or no hair, is tall or short, or is pudgy or slim, but on the slight genetic variation affecting the production of melanin and thus the pigmentation of one’s skin. Think of the terrorist entering a synagogue or a mosque strapped with explosives or armed with assault weapons and documenting the killing, all live on a GoPro camera aimed at stirring further hate. Think of militia training, of death threats against our loved ones, of the “active shooter” training sessions psychologically scarring our children, grandchildren, and we as educators, prepping us for that random day.

Think of rising economic insecurity and inequality to levels not seen since the interwar period—coming back to Haass—where people hold multiple, low-wage jobs and yet still are evicted for lacking cash to pay the rent. Think of the homeless camps, of those in tents and those without tents, where, to borrow from Anatole France, “The law, in its majestic equality, forbids rich and poor alike to sleep under [the overpasses of our cities].”

Think of the challenges to science, and the popularization of conspiracy theories, of Pizzagates and Infowars. Even radical postmodernists begin to question the cynical use of distortions, deep fakes, and conspiracy theories, that propagate, confuse, sew doubt, reap distrust, and feed hate.

These domestic realities are transnationally linked with the challenges besetting international law and institutions today. Those attacking international law and institutions seek to
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weaken their constraints. They simultaneously attack and undermine domestic institutions, whether in this country or abroad. Take Russia and its war on Ukraine. Russia launched its blitzkrieg on Ukraine less than one year after Haass wrote his cautioning essay. It did so after poisoning, killing, and otherwise incapacitating domestic opponents through legal charades. This instrumental use of law to dominate, reflected in the phrase rule by law, was brilliantly captured in the award-winning Russian film Leviathan, which takes place in a small, northern coastal Russian town above the Arctic circle. There, the law is the Leviathan, wielded to destroy any threat to the local powerholder, the mayor.

To turn to Ukraine, it did not pose an external threat to Mr. Putin’s rule, but an internal one. The threat was its democratization where Ukrainian activists combatted corruption and promoted political and civil freedoms, and the Ukrainian government, in turn, sought closer political and economic ties with Europe. These ties would facilitate the conveyance of liberal norms, which also could seep into Russia given the historically close cultural, social, ethnic, and linguistic ties of the two countries’ peoples. In his televised address announcing Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Putin offered a broad conception of the threats to Russian national security—that paradigmatic exception to international law and all law. Putin—a la Schmitt—decided on the exception. He blamed “the West” not for any imminent military threat, but rather for its ongoing social and cultural attacks on Russia’s traditional values, including through imposing attitudes that, to quote Putin, “are contrary to human nature.”9 Putin saw the extension of legal rights and cultural acceptance of L.G.B.T.Q+ peoples as evidence of Western cultural decadence and Western assertions of normative hegemony. His challenge to the international legal order in his invasion of Ukraine, in other words, is not just a question of international relations. It also is, in no small part, endogenous to the internal threats to Putin’s reign through liberalism’s normative demands of tolerance, pluralism, and individual civil, political, and social rights. We face those same challenges here in our own country.

And now we live in the midst of the new outbreak of war between Israel and Hamas. The cycles of calls for vengeance reign while Israeli civilians and Palestinian civilians and civilians of other places die and suffer. Does not law provide a foundational framework for us to work toward peace and human exchange and better understanding? Are we to think beyond international law at these times? Does not standing for and upholding the requirements of international law offer a better means toward a pathway to peace grounded in the upholding of human dignity?

**Legal Realism: Five Dimensions.** In the United States, a movement arose in response to the traumatic economic and social challenges of the interwar period. It became known as legal realism. I with others have written on this development as part of a call for a new legal realism, which is of
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considerable relevance for international law today.10 There are many takes on what legal realism means since its proponents were less an organized school than representatives of a common intellectual thrust in response to crises that called for law and policy that were more responsive to social conditions. I foreground three interacting components of legal realism: pragmatism, empiricism, and experimentalism, in which open inquiry and non-dogmatic response and adaptation from experience are critical.

The legal realists were informed by and grounded in pragmatist philosophy, building upon the leading political philosopher of the time, John Dewey. Dewey and the other pragmatists depart from post-modernists today in their view of truth. As non-dogmatists operating in a world of uncertainty and flux, they do not put forward a view of truth with a capital T. Like postmodernists today, they learned and built from scientific understandings of relativity and quantum theory. They understood that what we see is shaped by where we stand, and that where we stand affects where we look. They further understood that when we act, we affect what there is to investigate and assess. Facts and acts, cognition and volition, are inextricably in relation with each other.

What pragmatists nonetheless stress, however, is the importance of truth-seeking, and thus of empirical inquiry, the second component that I stress. Legal realism is committed to empirical inquiry and investigation, whether of a qualitative or quantitative bent. For legal realists, law and legal decisionmaking should be grounded in an empirical understanding of social context. If law is to be institutionally responsive, it must build from an understanding of the contexts in which we are situated. Truth-seeking is a process that involves reasoning and deliberation. We strive, however fallibly and however reflexively, to get at right answers. What legal realism opposes is decisionism—the idea that law creates no constraints because the sovereign decides on the exception. In 2012, Tom Ginsburg and I published a piece on The Empirical Turn in International Law,11 and this year ASIL launched a new interest group on International Law and Social Science that builds from legal realist traditions.

Third, given that we live in a world of uncertainty, legal realism stresses the importance of experimentalism as part of pragmatic problem-solving. It stresses the importance of creating institutional structures that can respond to uncertainty and adapt to changing contexts in light of our experience. It calls for us to break down larger problems into smaller ones where we can make meaningful improvements.

Legal realism integrates these different components—pragmatism, empirical investigation, and experimentation with a view toward adaptive problem-solving. The Roosevelt administration, in which so many legal realists worked, exemplified such an approach in response to the onslaughts of the Great Depression with its pronouncement of the four freedoms.12 The administration had its

12 Franklin Roosevelt, U.S. President, Four Freedoms Speech, Annual Message to Congress (Jan. 6, 1941), in President Franklin Roosevelt’s Annual Message (Four Freedoms) to Congress (1941), NAT’L ARCHIVES,
failings, as all administrations do, but it took experimental action in response to problems in light of experience in a world of considerable uncertainty.

Finally, let me add two further complementary dimensions to legal realism, a critical and an institutional one. There is an important critical dimension to legal realism because of its views on uncertainty and its advocacy of truth-seeking despite inevitable fallibility. Because reality is dynamic and shaped by our actions, and because our perceptions of reality are fallible and shaped by where we stand, legal realism stresses the importance of humility, reasoned deliberation, and democratic exchange. It requires reflexivity about what shapes our perceptions if we are to be open, responsive, and effective. It requires deliberation where we hear the views and perspectives of others, particularly those who are more vulnerable and generally less represented. Social equality is thus a core component of liberty for legal realists, so that people have the capacity to pursue their life choices and participate in broader social and political processes.

Critique, however, is not sufficient for legal realists working in a pragmatist tradition. Problem-solving requires institutions and since institutions are highly imperfect, difficult choices must be made, a point to which I will turn shortly.

Transnational Legal Ordering and International Law Today. So what are the lessons for international law in terms of where we go today? How might we positively conceive, as international lawyers, of engagement beyond international law? As a starting point, given the rise of authoritarianism in the 1930s and the horrors of World War II, persuading our fellow citizens of what the past teaches us regarding the importance of international engagement, and its relation with domestic policy—and in particular social policy—is critical. Out of the ashes of World War II, new international institutions arose, and declaratory aspirations proclaimed. But the Cold War almost immediately stymied their promise. International law scholars and advocates thus turned to alternative mechanisms that are relevant for this conference’s theme Beyond Law.

I turn first to the concept of transnational law and its problem-solving mechanisms, as developed by Phillip Jessup in 1956. Jessup wrote of the concept of transnational law as problem solving during the Cold War when hope in public international law and public international institutions had withered. He had served on the United States delegation to both the 1943 Bretton Woods conference and the 1945 San Francisco conference that created the United Nations. By 1956, however, the prospect of international institutions and international law as problem-solvers had dimmed. During those polarized times, Jessup himself was attacked and investigated as a communist sympathizer by U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy during the Red Scare. Jessup turned to analyze other means of fostering international problem solving which incorporated but went beyond public international law. He defined transnational law as “all law which regulates actions or events that transcend national frontiers.” It includes public international law, private international law, and “other rules which do not wholly fit into such standard categories.”

14 PHILIP JESSUP, TRANSNATIONAL LAW 2 (1956).
Jessup’s turn to transnationalism is highly relevant to this conference’s theme of thinking beyond international law. If international law is viewed solely in terms of the formal sources listed in article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, it clearly is insufficient for responding to today’s problems. From a socio-legal perspective, I have developed with others the related concepts of transnational legal ordering and transnational legal orders. This approach focuses on processes that transcend national boundaries and give rise to the transnational construction and understanding of problems and legal responses to them. Public international law is a tool, whether it assumes binding hard law or non-binding soft law forms, that is one component of these processes. In many areas, international organizations and transnational networks formulate principles, guidelines, model laws, and peer review mechanisms to monitor progress in achieving common ends, and to adapt goals and mechanisms in light of experience. Work on transnational legal ordering assesses both how problems are constructed and understood, and how legal norms in response to such problems settle at multiple levels, from the international to the national and, most importantly, the local in terms of practice.

From a legal realist perspective, at the international level, institutions are needed to engage in pragmatic problem-solving grounded in empiricism and experimentalism, and that are adaptive in light of experience. I turn now to the work of Chuck Sabel who has been collaborating with others to assess different experimental techniques to unsettle gridlocks and holdups so that we can more effectively respond to transnational challenges, such as climate change. His important book with David Victor, Fixing the Climate, exemplifies this approach. The two build from numerous examples of international coordination and problem solving in different contexts characterized by high uncertainty and significant risks.

A transnational experimentalist approach aims to catalyze structured processes of regulatory dialogue that bring together public and private actors at multiple levels of governance. Officials working on distinct issues in particular regulatory fields jointly deliberate over and set regulatory goals and measures to gauge their achievement, while permitting variation in how agencies pursue the attainment of these goals in light of their varying contexts. These agencies commit to report to each other and central bodies regarding regulatory outcomes, and they participate in peer review processes aimed at improvement and potential reassessment of goals. This approach involves ongoing mutual scrutiny of outcomes and their effectiveness based on information exchange by regulators committed to regulatory improvement and attentive to risk, including potentially catastrophic risks in many sectors, ranging from pharmaceuticals, medical devices, food, agriculture, and finance. The development, implementation, and review of Hazard Analysis of Critical Control Points (HACCP) systems to identify and protect against food


pathogens illustrates such a systemic approach to reduce and respond to transnational risks.\textsuperscript{18} Given variation in local contexts, implementation ultimately depends on local actors engaged in local contexts.

In their book, Sabel and Victor explain how countries addressed the depletion of the ozone layer through a framework treaty that catalyzed such an empirically based, experimental approach. Both the nature of the problem and feasible solutions to it were beset by considerable uncertainty. This uncertainty required experimental projects from which the parties and industry could learn and develop new technologies and alternatives. An international treaty—the 1985 Vienna Convention and its follow-up 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer—set forth the necessary framework with broad goals, which were to progressively curtail and eliminate production methods and substances that threatened the earth’s ozone layer. Such solutions would require innovation and the creation of new industries, building from experience which would involve many false starts. The treaty catalyzed the creation of structures that brought together scientists, regulators, and industry to study the problem and develop alternative technologies for production in different economic sectors.

The system created a schedule for progress that the parties reviewed and adapted, as new knowledge and challenges arose. Problem-solving was broken down and addressed contiguously and serially in different sectors. Networks of committees convened users and producers to spur and assess efforts to find concrete, economically feasible, sector-specific solutions. To give just one example, study was required regarding the question, on the one hand, of “whether a refrigerant that depletes the ozone layer can be replaced by an analogous and more benign alternative,” and, on the other hand, of “whether refrigeration systems that utilized these new chemicals can work reliably and at an acceptable cost.”\textsuperscript{19} Both questions were critical. The process spurred pilot projects that if successful could attract larger scale experimentation. Oversight bodies granted exemptions and extended phaseout timelines in response to unexpected challenges. The parties created a Multilateral Fund to build local capacity and provide technologies for developing countries, in which local contextualization was needed. Positive and negative incentives were critical in promoting change. Positive inducements through financial and technological transfers complemented the threat of trade sanctions involving “potentially draconian penalties for governments and firms” that did not cooperate.\textsuperscript{20}

Sable and Victor show how this model is central for tackling the multi-faceted problem of climate change. We have a treaty, one now based on the pledging of commitments, as MJ Durkee writes.\textsuperscript{21} Such pledging is not formally binding or enforceable. It exemplifies a type of mechanism that goes beyond traditional public international law. It is critical in providing a coordinating device, one which can inspire national action and help spur and support domestic actors who press for further national action. Yet what will be required is to go beyond the treaty and the ensuing

\textsuperscript{19} Sabel & Victor, supra note 16, at 5.
\textsuperscript{20} Id. at 7
pledges, and to break down the problem of climate change into its many components, and to enable and support networks that bring together regulators, industry, and scientists to address challenges within particular sectors. The treaty provides an overarching collective goal and thus legitimating mission. But most work will occur outside of it, whether by clubs of nations or individual national and sub-national governments, working with industry, scientists, and civil society, who reference it and its goals. Some success has already been attained in some sectors, such as shipping, in what Dan Bodansky calls a micro transnational legal order, in that international standards and practices settle transnationally with the aim of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in a sector. But so much more is needed to address the overarching problem of climate change.

To turn to the institutional component of legal realism, there is no single institutional alternative to addressing global challenges in a pluralist world, and thus comparative institutional analysis is needed. Such analysis accepts that there is no institutional nirvana but rather a choice among imperfect institutions that involve different tradeoffs. For legal realists, these choices should be made and adapted in light of experience, as empirically assessed.

One institutional alternative is where a lead regulator takes action that catalyzes market responses affecting private actors and regulators transnationally. Paul Stephan’s book The World Crisis and International Law highlights how, in a polarized world, this type of transnational process can provide potential advances. There are risks to such an approach for less powerful countries because jurisdictions with large markets are best positioned to adopt regulations that have transnational effects. Regulation in such jurisdictions is more likely to be deemed legitimate if the target is not to change other countries’ laws, but rather to protect the regulating jurisdictions’ citizens, or to avoid complicity in human rights violations, environmental degradation, or other harmful acts abroad through consumption of products domestically. Take, for example, California’s creation of emission standards, how they affect industry production decisions to access California’s huge market, and how the standards eventually diffuse, including transnationally. There are tradeoffs in terms of participation and outcomes between such unilateral approaches and multilateral ones. From a transnational perspective, these approaches also interact, as when multilateral institutions create constraints on unilateral measures to require that they be non-discriminatory, transparent, and provide for due process.

Regulatory entrepreneurs also try to persuade others to adopt similar regulations that prescribe harmful acts out of competitiveness concerns. These efforts can spur the
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multilateralization of domestic legal norms through treaties. Take the issue of combatting corruption. Rachel Brewster documented how the U.S. first enacted a statute—the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) in 1977, which criminalized the bribery of foreign officials, made companies and their officers liable for corruption regardless of the location of the conduct, and imposed accounting requirements on publicly traded companies listed on U.S. exchanges to promote transparency.\footnote{26} However, the United States only rarely enforced the FCPA during its first two decades because of resistance from other countries about application to their companies, as well as from U.S. companies concerned that they would be placed at a competitive disadvantage.\footnote{27} The United States thus sought to convince other advanced economies to adopt similar laws, and they negotiated the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention (formally named the Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions), which was concluded in 1997 and entered into force in 1999.\footnote{28} Today the Anti-Bribery Convention includes all 38 OECD-members, as well as six non-members, including Brazil. It includes a peer review process that helps to monitor compliance and create pressure for enforcement. It legitimated U.S. enforcement against foreign companies as well as national ones, so that U.S. companies would no longer be disadvantaged, and U.S. enforcement dramatically increased.\footnote{29} Importantly, the U.S. did not prosecute bribe-takers, but rather bribe-payers, such as multinational corporations. Who are complicit in corruption The effort to combat corruption subsequently spread to other treaties and international instruments, including the 2003 UN Convention against Corruption, which has 189 parties as of 2023.\footnote{30}

The European Union is at the forefront of regulatory norm making that engages transnational processes. Take EU rules on data privacy, chemicals, and climate change. One of my first articles as a junior scholar was on the mechanisms through which EU data privacy rules would have transnational impacts. In her later book \textit{The Brussels Effect}, Anu Bradford illustrates how, and the conditions under which, the EU more generally has been a regulatory entrepreneur in its responses to problems within the EU that have transnational implications in light of the transnational nature of the problem.\footnote{31}

To return to the challenge of climate change, on October 1, 2023, the EU’s Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) took effect, raising both international controversy and promise. Developing countries, in particular, are concerned about its impact on their trade and development prospects. Yet they too are threatened by climate change and their citizens generally are more vulnerable than those in wealthier countries. They are right that technology transfers and financial
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assistance are required for a just transition. Positive incentives must be combined with negative ones, and hopefully CBAM and responses to it will help catalyze them in more effective ways.

As part of dynamic transnational processes, the EU legislation can help spur domestic action abroad so that norms and mechanisms to effectuate them spread. For example, Vietnam and Indonesia have announced plans for a carbon tax and emissions trading scheme.\(^\text{32}\) and China will likely expand its existing emissions trading system. The U.S. is working with the EU to see what can be done to reconcile their different approaches. The processes are dynamic and need to be seen in that vein as part of transnational legal ordering going beyond conventional international law. They could fail, and if they do, we will face systemic, existential consequences. But engaging in these transnational processes by using tools that both incorporate and go beyond public international law is the point.

I conclude with words from the cosmopolitan philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah, “As populist demagogues around the world exploit the churn of economic discontent, the danger is that the politics of engagement could give way to the politics of withdrawal.”\(^\text{33}\) Forgetting that “we are all citizens of the world—a small, warming, intensely vulnerable world—would be a reckless relaxation of vigilance.” “Elsewhere,” Appiah writes, “has never been more important.” Engaging collaboratively and transnationally with elsewhere is essential if we are to address the challenges of our time. We have been here before. International law and transnational legal ordering have never been in greater need. Thinking beyond international law does not signify its abandonment. We must rather integrate international law as part of broader transnational processes so that we pragmatically and cooperatively enhance our understanding of problems, and effectively address them.

I applaud the organizers of this international conference here in the heart of New York City across just seven avenues from the United Nations for convening us to deliberate over how to think Beyond International Law to address more effectively the common but differentiated challenges that confront us. We live in uncertain, dangerous times. We must learn from what we don’t know. How? The central way to do so is through pragmatic engagement in problem solving involving transnational cooperative structures and experimental action and empirical analysis that dynamically and recursively interact. In that way, we may adapt our understandings and practices to address the different challenges we face.

To channel Yogi Berra, an icon of this great city, “It's tough to make predictions, especially about the future.”\(^\text{34}\) And particularly because “the future ain’t what it used to be.”\(^\text{35}\) As a player,
Berra new uncertainty. As thinkers and actors, we must develop ways to respond cooperatively and effectively to uncertainty, working through and beyond international law.